
CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation

The researcher used a 3D printed spider robot’s frame with PLA material.

After the researcher had assembled the 3D printed Spider Robot, the researcher

conducted a quick test to analyze the assembled spider robot. The quick test

showed that this spider robot couldn’t stand balancedly if more than one of its leg

were raised. Because of that conclusion, the researcher wouldn’t make a walking

algorithm that will raise more that one of the spider robot’s leg at a time.

The   Researcher   has   found   total   2   walking   algorithms,   both   of   those

walking algorithms are capable to walk on both normal and tilted grounds. The

main   difference   between   those    2   walking   algorithms   are   the   movement

smoothness.
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Illustration 5.1: Spider robot ( without load )

NOTE : Shown by the image, wihtout any kind of load such as arduino or other 
modules, this spider robot’s frame can stand balancedly while one of it’s leg is 
raised



 The   spider   robot’s   second   walking   algorithm   is   the   result   of   the

development from the first walking algorithm. Both of them have similar walking

procedure. The main differences between the first walking algorithm and the

second walking algorithm are smoothness and speed. In this testing, the researcher

made the first walking algorithm faster but less smooth, and the second walking

algorithm slower but smoother.

Below is the first walking algorithm.

1.  // First Algorithm’s function to move the leg  
2.  function writeAllMain(int one, int two, int three, int four,

int angleCode)
3.  {
4.    .
5.    .
6.    .
7.    .
8.     if(one != 1)
9.    {
10.     mainKnee[0].write(mainKneeMid[0]+one);
11.   }
12.   if(two != 1)
13.   {
14.     mainKnee[1].write(mainKneeMid[1]+two);
15.   }
16.   if(three != 1)
17.   {
18.     mainKnee[2].write(mainKneeMid[2]+three);
19.   }
20.   if(four != 1)
21.   {
22.     mainKnee[3].write(mainKneeMid[3]+four);
23.   } 
24. }

Shown the algorithm above, the program won’t just rotate the servo by

calling servo.write() function and then giving it a parameter that is without any

calculation, beacuse each servo have different mean rotation. Example, executing

servo.write()   function   to   all   servos   and   giving   them   same   parameter   like   90

degree to make the servos rotate at the middle point, each servos rotation will

ended   up   differently,   maybe   more,   maybe   less.   To   solve   that   problem,   the
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researcher first need to find each of the servos rotation’s middle point, so the

researcher could rotate all the servos precisely as desired.

Another thing that being shown by the code above is the way when will

the walking algorithm will execute which slope direction based on a variable

named angleCode. The angleCode is given input by the potentiometer. There are

currently 5 angle codes that each of them represents one slope direction. Below is

the 5 possible codes and the meaning of them.
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Table 5.1: 5 possible angle codes made by the researcher



5.2 Testing

After testing the first walking algorithm, the researcher gathered some data

about the first walking algorithm’s capabilities. The capabilities that were being

measured were the first walking algorithm’s speed and each of slope directions’

maximum angle. The testing grounds would be wood board and acrylic board.

Below is the table that shows the testing result on wood board.

After the wood board had been tested, the testing ground would be acrylic

board. Below was the testing result.
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Table 5.2: Testing result of the first walking algorithm on wood board

Table 5.3: Testing result of the first walking algorithm on acrylic board



After the first walking algorithm had been tested, the researcher then tested

the second walking algorithm. Same drill, the researcher would gather some data

of the second walking algorithm’s capabilites. The capabilites that were being

gathered were the same with the testing of the first walking algorithm, the speed

and maximum slope angle of each slope direcitons. Below is the table that shows

the testing result of the second walking algorithm on wood board.

After the second walking algorithm had been tested on wood board, the

researcher tested it on acrylic board. Below was the result.
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Table 5.4: Testing result of the second walking algorithmon wood board

Table 5.5: Testing result of the second walking algorithm on acrylic
board



After testing both of the walking algoirthms on tilted wood board, shows

that the faster motion algorithm, the first walking algorithm peformed better on up

and down tilted grounds, but the slower but smoother walking algorithm, the

second walking algorithm, peformed better on left and right tilted grounds. The

spider robot suffered balance issues when handling left and right tilted grounds

while testing both of the walkign algorithms. After reaching 15 cm of walking

range, the spider robot’s position changed for about 5 cm, because sometimes the

spider robot slips for a bit to the way where the slope angle is.  
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Illustration 5.2: Spider robot walking on right tilted ground



Here are some of the comparison of maximum angle and speed between

the first walking algorithm and second walking algorithm on tilted grounds on

both wood and acrylic board.
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Table 5.6: The first walking algorithm and the second walking algorithm
maximum angle comparison on both wood and acrylic board



Below   is   the   speed   comparison   table   that   compares   the   first   walking

algorithm and the second walking algorithm speed on comparable angle.
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Table 5.7: The first walking algorithm and the second walking algorithm speed
comparison on both wood and acrylic board



The first walkign algorithm and the second walking algorithm have it’s

own capabilites, pros and cons on different grounds, either wood or acrylic. Like

the first walkign algorithm, overall it peformed better on acrylic board, especially

it could handle 2 degree more for up tilted. Unlike the first walkign algorithm, the

second walkign algorithm peformed worse on acrylic board, it only could handle

4 degree less for left and right tilted on acrylic board than on wood board. But, it

could handle 2 degree more for up tilted and 4 degree more for down tilted, and

walked faster on down tilted ground on acrylic board.
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